Patent Pending!

We are proud to
offer “Cold Molds”
cake molds to the
Ice Cream Industry.
Cold Molds are
manufactured from
a highly flexible FDA
approved Silicone
Rubber. They are
designed specifically
for the manufacture
of ice cream cakes
and are far superior to
aluminum and spring
form cake molds.

The possibilities
are endless!

Why use

Cold Molds
1. Easy Storage. Cold Molds nest
neatly into each other, allowing six
or more molds of the same size to
occupy the same shelf space!
2. Easy to Clean. The same non-stick
properties that allow easy un-molding
make the product very easy to clean!
3. Durable. No denting or deforming
of these pans, and no flimsy springs
to break off. They even have a lifetime
guarantee!
4. You can even bake in them! You
can bake a layer of cake and place Ice
Cream right on top. Bakes brownies
perfectly, making a distinctive and
delicious “Brownie on the Bottom”
cake.
5. Shamefully easy to remove
product from the mold! Just grab
a corner and pull! No heating! No
melting! Top the cake right away!
6. No ingers sticking to cold
aluminum pans.

Heat Sealer
Seal poly bags quickly and efficiently without having to wait for
warm up. Simple operation allows effortless professional and sanitary
packaging of ice cream novelties. Heat sealing is also
appropriate for a variety of food and retail packaging
needs. Maintenance kits have two heating elements,
two Teflon covers and two Teflon adhesive strips.
4” Impulse Heat Sealer Item #HS-100 .....................................$49.95
Maintenance Kit for HS-100 Item # RK4H ............................. $8.00
8” Impulse Heat Sealer Item #HS-200 .....................................$64.95
Maintenance Kit for HS-200 Item # RK8H ...........................$10.00

Tape Sealer
Tightly seal poly bags in one quick motion. This is
a simple, economical way to close poly bags with
vinyl packaging tops. Capable of sealing 2,000 bags
per hour and uses only 2” of tape per seal.
3/8” Tape Sealer ................................... Item#: DT-A.................$20.95
Red PVC Tape for DT-A ................ Item#: ST01R.................... $4.50
Blue PVC Tape for DT-A ............... Item#: ST01B.................... $4.50
Green PVC Tape for DT-A ............ Item#: ST01G ................... $4.50
Yellow PVC Tape for DT-A ........... Item#: ST01Y.................... $4.50
Orange PVC Tape for DT-A .......... Item#: ST01O ................... $4.50
White PVC Tape for DT-A ............ Item#: ST01W .................. $4.50

Poly Bags
Our innovative 1⁄4 sheet,
rectangular cake mold
makes an approximately
76-ounce cake. Each mold
comes complete with a
plastic frame, to help keep
the mold straight and stable
during freezing. The frame
is washable and durable.
The mold can be used with or
without the frame.
Quarter Sheet Cake Mold
CMC9132 ............................................................................. $28.00
Additional Frames ...............................................................$5.00

Prices subject to change.
Please visit coldmolds.com for the most
up-to-date pricing and product listing.

These poly bags are FDA approved for food contact and are an exceptional way to package your ice cream products. We use two bags to
package our products with a paper label in between the two bags. This
allows us to use inexpensive and versatile paper labels while maintaining sanitary packaging standards.
4”x6” Flat Poly Bag for “inner” ice cream bar bags
1000 - 1.5ml bags .......................... Item#: CMFB46 .............$18.00
4”x8” Flat Poly Bag for “inner” ice cream bar bags
1000 - 2ml bags .............................. Item#: CMFB48 .............$21.00
4”x10” Flat Poly Bag for “inner” or “outer” ice cream bar bags
1000 - 1ml bags ............................... Item#: CMF410..............$24.00
5”x7” Flat Poly Bag for “outer” ice cream bar bags
1000 - 1.5ml bags ........................... Item#: CMFB57 .............$20.00
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Cake Molds
Our flexible molds make ice cream cake
production easier, faster, and more efficient,
saving you time and helping to pump up
your profits. Our molds never dent, and
will look good as new for years and
years after your purchase.
CMC1000 Series The Advanced Design this is our new cake
mold design. Provides an easy grip for un-molding as well as
a half-way marking ridge to assist in making a half-height,
single layer cake, or in making the layers of a two layer cake
equal heights.
9”x3” Round Cake
CMC9300 ........................................................................................$20.00
8”x3” Round Cake
CMC8300 ........................................................................................$19.00
8”x2” Round Cake
CMC8200 ........................................................................................$18.00
7”x3” Round Cake
CMC7300 ........................................................................................$18.00
6”x3” Round Cake
CMC6300 ........................................................................................$18.00
6”x2” Round Cake
CMC6200 ........................................................................................$17.00
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Ice Cream
Pop Molds

Create your own,
professional-looking
ice cream novelties with
flexible pop molds. Each mold
is capable of making five pops at a time and is perfect
for chocolate covered vanilla or your own specialty
combination.
Small Pop Mold (approximately 2.75 oz)
Item#: CMP3210 ................................................................$18.00

Medium Pop Mold (approximately 4.0 l oz)
Item #:CMP4210 ...............................................................$19.00

Large Pop Mold (approximately 4.75 oz)

“The Sundae”
An elegant “sundae glass” styled mold. It makes six,
approximately 5.5 ounce, ice cream tartufos.
CMT3200s..................................................... $20.00

Heart Mold
Our new small heart mold is 6” across,
approximately 5” tall from the bottom point
to the “V” at the top where the two halves
come together, and 3” deep.
Heart Mold (35 luid ounces oz)

Ice Cream Pop Sticks
Our premium quality ice cream sticks are perfect for
manufacturing ice cream bars with our pop molds.
Premium Ice Cream Sticks
1000 Sticks (Item HPC700) ..............................................$14.00
500 Sticks (Item HPC700-5) .......................................... $ 10.00
100 Sticks (Item HPC700-1) ............................................ $ 4.50

Cookie Disk
This unique 3” disk is 1” thick, approximately 4 fluid
ounces. It is designed to make ice cream sandwich
inserts or the 3” disk can be placed on a stick. Also can
be used as a portion control aid, to keep consistent
quantities of ice cream added to milk shakes or
smoothies. Available as a six cavity mold
Item # CMC3100...........................................................................$20.00

45 minute Novelty Instructional Video
Item#: DVD ......................................................... $9.95

Create your own gourmet ice cream desserts. With these
molds you can produce high quality, jelly-filled tartufos
for wholesaling to fine restaurants or for making your
own shop specialty.

Item #: CMP5210 ...............................................................$20.00

Cookie Disk

Cake and Novelty
Instructional Video

Tartufo Molds

Our professionally produced video provides complete instructions on how to use our products as
well as how to muddle through without them. We show tips on packaging and marketing as well
as a few moments that might just make you chuckle.

Item #:HRT6300 ............................................................................$16.00

New Products for 2011
Look for the following new products to be
available sometime in 2011. Check our website
for the actual availability of these molds.

Sweetheart Cake Mold for Two
This mold is being designed as an item
that will feed two people, making it an
ideal product to wholesale to restaurants.
This mold will be 4” across, and will hold
approximately 10 luid ounces of ice cream.
The mold will contain 4 cavities per piece.

Medium Heart Mold
This new mold will be a larger heart-shaped
cake mold, measuring 8” across, 3” deep, and
holding approximately 55 luid ounces.

